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THE EMS TEN YEARS ON 
(Extracts from the Commission's Communication to the Council) 
The European Monetary System (EMS) started functioning ten years ago on 13 March 1979. It was set up 
following the Resolution of the European Council on the establishment of the EMS and related matters of 5 
December in Brussels and implemented by an agreement between the central banks of the Community. The EMS 
has become the cornerstone upon which European Monetary co-operation is built. It has been succesful in 
promoting lower inflation and more stable exchange rates, thereby fostering healthy economic growth, which is an 
essential base for the Community's strategy to complete the large internal market by 1992. 
The ecu is intimately linked to the EMS. In the ecu's ten years of existence, its private use in financial markets 
has grown fast and, with its increased use in European international commercial transactions, it is now maturing 
into a currency. 
The EMS is not a rigid system. It has evolved over the last ten years in the face of changing circumstances, both 
within and outside the Community. Its rules have been adapted and its procedures have been implemented 
flexibly. The credibility of the EMS is based on the underlying policy consensus. This too has developed over the 
years, strengthening the system and helping it to function more smoothly. 
Looking back over the last ten years, the EMS has undoubtedly proved a great success, even if some of the 
far-reaching intentions have not been fulfilled. It has exceeded the expectations of many. But the Community is 
changing fast and presenting new challenges to which the EMS will have to react. Most importantly, the 1992 
process is now irreversible and the full liberalisation of capital movements will come into effect in July 1990 for 
most member countries. The EMS will have to meet new challenges as the large internal market develops. 
The EMS has succeeded in achieving its primary goal of creating a zone of internal and external monetary 
stability, based around the exchange rate mechanism (ERM). The first decade of the EMS has led to a reduction 
in the variability of nominal and real exchange rates among ERM currencies, to lower levels of inflation and to 
smaller interest rate differentials. The misalignments that have so characterized the international monetary system 
during the 1980s have been avoided in the EMS. Thus, most important from the point of view of the business 
sector, exchange rates have become predictable in ERM countries. 
The ecu has progressed enormously over the last ten years. It has become a major international financial 
instrument, overtaking most of its component currencies in its international financial use, though it now occupies 
sixth place in the euromarkets. The ecu's role in international commercial transactions is only just beginning. If it 
is to play the useful role of increasing transparency in the large internal market of 1992, various impediments to 
the ecu's development should be dismantled and its commercial use encouraged. The ecu should remain a 
constant reminder to policy-makers of Europe's potential monetary identity. 
SPECIAL ISSUE 
On the occasion of the ten years of the EMS and the ECU, a statistical supplement is included in this issue 
with key series on the function of the EMS and the use of the ecu. 
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How to read the graph 
1. The various curves should be compared in pairs. To find the differential between two currencies, subtract the 
(positive or negative) values along the y-axis corresponding to each currency. 
2. The graph is drawn with the curve of the strongest currency above that of the weakest. It shows therefore the relative 
position of each currency vis-à-vis the other currencies. 
3. When two curves intersect or merge over a period of time there is no differential between the two currencies and 
their market exchange rate equals their bilateral central rate. 
Construction of the graph 
1. The graph is drawn within a horizontal band corresponding to the maximum 2,25% margin of fluctuation applying 
at any given moment to market exchange rates and the bilateral central rates of the EMS currencies, with the 
exception of the LIT, which has a maximum authorized fluctuation of 6%. This band is divided symmetrically by 
a horizontal axis along which the points would be plotted if all currencies were at their bilateral central rate and 
there were therefore no fluctuations. 
2. The daily market exchange rates of all currencies are compared with the relevant bilateral central rates and the 
differentials between the two calculated. 
3. The maximum fluctuation between two currencies (with the exception of the LIT) is shown within the band, 
symmetrical with the horizontal axis. The fluctuations of the other currencies in relation to either of the two 
currencies in question are shown within the maximum permissible fluctuation. 
4. The curves arc drawn by linking daily the points showing the relative positions of each currency. 
TABLE Π 
ECU BOND ISSUES (Mìo ECU) ' 




























































































































































































(*) Recording based on the payment date 
T A B L E Ι Π 
INTEREST RATES AND YIELDS OF ECU INVESTMENTS (%) 
Deposits Bonds 











































































































































* Marginal revision of the annual data to conform to a uniform rule of averaging out 
TABLEIV 






Issued Issue Coupon Term Maturity Yields Lead Listing Notice 
(Mk> ECU) Price (years) % Manager 
02/02/89 B.E.I. 
24/02/89 E.I.B. 
































150 101,750 8 1/8 5 28/02/94 7,69 Kredietbank LX Swap 
75 101,750 8 1/2 5 11/03/94 8,06 J.P. Morgan 
Securities 
LX Swap 
100 101,625 8 1/4 4 09/03/93 7,76 Paribas LX swap 
100 101,500 8 7/8 7 15/03/96 8,58 istituto Bancarie LX 
San Paolo di 
Torino 
50 69,375 0 5 20/03/94 7,59 Kredietbank LX 
100 101,500 9 1/4 3 12/06/92 8,67 Credit Lyonnais LX Swap 
60 101,125 9 1/8 3 05/05Æ2 8,68 Swiss Bank 
Co φ 
LX 
Listing : LX = Luxembourg 
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T A B L E VI 
CONSUMER PRICE INDICES IN ECU 
1985=100 
1970 1980 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 
07 08 
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EUR 12 29,4 70,9 89,9 95,2 100,0 101,3 103,1 106,8 
EMS 30,3 71,2 90,5 95,6 100,0 103,9 106.4 107,9 
ECU 30,2 71,7 91,0 95,6 100,0 102,0 104,2 106,8 
106,9 107,5 107,7 108,2 108,6 109,1 110.2 
107,9 107,9 108,3 108,5 108,8 109,0 109,6 
106,8 107,2 107,5 107,8 108,1 108,3 108,9 
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T A B L E Υ Π 
ECU EXCHANGE RATES 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Marginal revision of the annual data to conform to a uniform rule of averaging out 
EXPLANATORY NOTES 
Ecu exchange rates. 
The exchange rates for the ecu against the national currencies of the Member States of the Community, the United States 
(USD) and Japan (YEN) are shown as monthly averages and daily rates for the latest available month. 
The ecu basket, dating from 17 September 1984, is currently made up as follows: 
DM FF HFL BFR LFR LIT DKR IRL UKL* DRA* 
lccu= 0,719+ 1,31+ 0,256+ 3,71+ 0,14+ 140+ 0,219+ 0,00871+0,0878+ 1,15 
Ecu central rates since 12 January 1987 
DM FF HFL B/LFR LIT DKR IRL UKL* DRA* 
2,05853 6,90403 2,31943 42,4582 1483,58 7,85212 0,768411 0,739615 150,792 
Weights of currencies in the ecu basket (based on new central rates from 12 January 1987), in %. 
DM FF HFL B/LFR LIT DKR IRL UKL* DRA* 
100= 34,93 18,97 11,04 9,07 9,44 2,79 1,13 11,87 0,76 
* = Docs not participate in the exchange rate mechanism 
Consumer price indices in national currency 
The consumer price indices in the national currency of each country measure changes in the purchasing power of one unit 
of national currency spent in the country concerned. 
Two composite indices are calculated, covering all the Member States of the Community (EUR 12) and the eight Member 
States with currencies participating in the European Monetary System exchange rate mechanism (EMS). 
These indices are calculated as weighted arithmetic means (chain indices) of the national indices, the weighting for each 
Member State being its relative share in the final consumption of households of the group of countries in question (EUR 12, 
EMS), expressed in purchasing power standards, at current prices and purchasing power parities. 
At the foot of the table, the average weighted fluctuations around the mean and the minimum are given for the same groups 
of countries, with the same weightings. (These are calculated as weighted averages of the absolute fluctuations in relation to 
the mean and the minimum respectively). They show the degree to which price movements in the Member States in the 
Community converge. 
Consumer price indices in ecus 
For each country the index of consumer prices in ecus is calculated by dividing the national consumer price index by the 
average movement of the national currency in relation to the ecu during the month. It measures the change in the purchasing 
power of one ecu in the country concerned. 
Three composite indices are calculated, covering all the Member States of Lhe Community (EUR 12), the eight Member 
States participating in the European Monetary System exchange rate mechanism (EMS) and the ten Member States whose 
currencies go to make up the ecu (ECU). These indices are calculated as weighted arithmetic means (chain indices) of the 
consumer price indices expressed in ecus as mentioned above. 
The weightings are defined as follows: 
. for the EUR 12 and EMS indices, the relative share of each Member State in the final consumption of households for 
the group of countries in question (EUR 12 or EMS), expressed in ecus at current prices and exchange rates (annual 
weighting). 
. for the ecu index, the relative share of each Member State's currency in the calculation of the ecu (monthly weight-
ing). 
Ecu bond issues 
All ecu-denominated bond issues, both national and international, are covered, together with ecu issues offering the option 
of conversion into other currencies. Main source: International Financing Review 
Table II shows, under the headings: 
. Business sector and Governments: national issuers, both private and public. 
. Institutions: the European Investment Bank and the Commission of the European Communities (EEC, ECSC, 
Euratom). 
. Organizations: the specialist institutions of the United Nations, the World Bank, the Council of Europe, etc 
The issues are recorded as at the payment date. 
Interest rates and yields on ecu investments 
The interest rates for 1, 3 and 6 month and 1 year deposits are calculated on the basis of the Friday London market rates 
(source: Financial Times). 
The bonds are classified according to three types of terms: under 5 years, from 5 to 7 years and more than 7 years. The 
redemption yields of ecu bonds are calculated each Wednesday from a sample of fixed interest bonds, denominated in ecus 
and listed on the Luxemburg Stock Exchange. These yields are weighted by amounts in circulation, (source: Luxembourg 
Stock Exchange). 
The monthly and yearly averages are the arithmetic means of these weekly interest rates and bond yields. 
10 
EMS * 10 YEARS* ECU 
March 1979 - March 1989 
IRL 1.1 % 









HFL 10.8% FF 18.5% 
COMPOSITION OF THE ECU 
(Weights of February 1989) 
On the occasion of the tenth anniversary of the European Monetary System and the ecu, Eurostat provides to the 
public, in this supplement, a number of key series on the function of the EMS as well as the private use of the 
ecu. The choice of the presented series, which cover the entire ten-year period, was based on the following two 
criteria: the frequency of their demand by the users (companies, researchers etc) and the availability of the data. 
The series included in the supplement are as follows: 
I.EMS 
1. Currency realignments. They are represented by the rate of revaluation or devaluation in percentage terms 
with respect to the central rates. 
2. Ecu Central rates. They are expressed as a certain quantity of each currency per ecu. The central rates are 
fixed and do not vary, except in the case of an, agreed, currency realignment. 
3. Currency weights. The weight of a currency in the ecu is determined by the amount of this currency in the 
ecu basket and of the currency's market rate. 
Π.ΤΗΕ PRIVATE ECU 
1. Interest rates on ecu deposits. Rates for 1, 3 and six month and 1 year deposits, calculated on the basis of 
the Friday London market rates (source: Financial times). 
2. Yields of ecu bonds. The redemption yields of the following types of bonds, are covered: maturity under 5 
years, from 5 to 7 years and more than 7 years. (Source: Luxembourg Stock Exchange). 
3. Ecu exchange rates. Monthly and yearly average exchange rates of the Community currencies plus the US 
dollar and the yen. 
DM FF HFL 
ECU CENTRAL RATES 














































































































































REALIGNMENT OF EMS CURRENCIES (%) 

































































































































WEIGTHS OF THE EMS CURRENCIES IN THE ECU BASKET (%) 













































































































































a) does not participate in the exchange mechanism. 


































































































































































































































































INTEREST RATES AND YIELDS OF ECU INVESTMENTS (%) 
Deposits Bonds 





















































































































































































































































































































































INTEREST RATES AND YIELDS OF ECU INVESTMENTS (%) 
Deposits Bonds 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Monthly averages: 1979 






































































































B/LFR DM HFL DKR FF 
Monthly averages: 1980 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Monthly averages: 1987 
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